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Successful first year for All Weather 
 

Singh and Watkins build enduring firm while adding 24% in fund's 

first 12 months of trading 

 

The All Weather Performance Fund has reached its first anniversary at the end of April with 

solid net returns of 24.85% while running negligible market exposure. The long/short equity 

fund, launched by industry veterans Harry Singh and Shane Watkins in April 2014, 

outperformed its STeFI benchmark and the Johannesburg Stock Exchange All Share Total 

Return Index (ALSI TRI), which delivered 6.18% and 14.78%, respectively, for the period. 

The fund aims to deliver equity-like returns at below equity levels of risk. Its overriding 

objective is capital preservation, which directs its use of strategies. It uses correlated and 

uncorrelated pair trades and individual long/short positions to earn alpha. Occasionally, it 

uses arbitrage and event-driven trades, providing it can uphold its capital-preservation 

objective. 

Investment decisions are based on fundamental bottom-up stock picking while alpha is 

generated through incremental and consistent positive returns. 

In its first year of trading, the fund has been neutral to marginally net short the market with 

gearing of less than one times net asset value and a Sharpe ratio of 3.4. Watkins points to a 

difficult trading environment over the last 12 months where the market’s upward bias has led 

to expensive shares becoming more expensive and no market dislocation to provide trading 

opportunities. 

“We are very satisfied with our first year returns as they indicate a high level of alpha 

generation through individual stock selection,” says Singh. 

The portfolio has between 28 and 30 well-diversified positions, which are around 3% in size 

on average. The duo doesn’t run “big bet” positions in the portfolio. 

The fund’s market-neutral stance and capital-preservation objective came to the fore during 

the JSE Top 40 Index’s weakest three months (between August and November last year). The 

fund averaged 0.69% per month compared to the index’s -1.66%. 

Looking ahead, Singh and Watkins plan to keep the fund’s neutral, uncorrelated positioning 

especially as consumer and quality stocks have become expensive. 

“Limited gearing and limited market exposure provides us with great flexibility in managing 

the fund in what we expect to be a more challenging environment in the period ahead,” says 

Singh. 
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The past year has also seen the duo spend considerable time putting in place systems, 

processes and people needed to run a successful operation. With its operations bedded down 

and a full-year track record, they plan to raise capital from South African institutional 

investors. 

Asset under management in the hedge fund are now R350 million with a further R150 million 

in a SWIX benchmark long-only segregated mandate. All Weather Capital is a level three 

BEE firm certified by Empowerdex and runs a training programme for young black graduates 

looking to get into the investment space. Its eight-strong team includes four analysts a 

portfolio assistant and operations manager. Copyright. HedgeNews Africa - May 2015. 
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